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Abstract
The 4D GRAPH-X (Dynamic GRAting-based PHase contrast x-ray imaging) project aims at
developing a prototype of an x-ray grating-based phase-contrast imaging scanner in a laboratory
setting, which is based on the Moirè single-shot acquisition method in order to be optimized for
analysing moving objects (in the specific case, a dynamic thorax phantom), that could evolve
into a suitable tool for biomedical applications although it can be extended to other application
fields. When designing an x-ray Talbot-Lau interferometer, high visibility and sensitivity are two
important figures of merit, strictly related to the performance of the system in obtaining high
quality phase contrast and dark-field images. Wave field simulations are performed to optimize
the setup specifications and construct a high-resolution and high-sensitivity imaging system. In
this work, the design of a dynamic imaging setup using a conventional milli-focus x-ray source
is presented. Optimization by wave front simulations leads to a symmetric configuration with
5.25 µm pitch at third Talbot order and 45 keV design energy. The simulated visibility is about
22%. Results from GATE based Monte Carlo simulations show a 19% transmission percentage
of the incoming beam into the detector after passing through all the gratings and the sample.
Such results are promising in view of building a system optimized for dynamic imaging.

Keywords: x-ray phase contrast imaging, talbot-lau grating interferometer, dynamic imaging,
wavefront simulation

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Exploiting x-rays as an imaging modality requires a deep
understanding of their interaction with matter. The imaging
principle is based on analyzing x-rays that have passed through

∗
Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

the object of interest and using this information to derive its
material properties. The different kinds of interaction mechan-
isms of x-rays with matter yield specific and complementary
information about the material properties of the object. In
wave optics, the interaction of x-rays with matter is described
by the refraction index (n= 1− δ+ iβ), whose imaginary (β)
and real (δ) parts are related to the attenuation and the phase
shift of x-rays, respectively. It is important to point out that
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the δ/β ratio quadratically increases with the energy thus
enhancing the relative importance of phase-sensitive imaging
when the energy increases.

Phase-sensitive x-ray imaging has been attracting atten-
tion since the late 1990s, with the development of digital
x-ray imaging technology and synchrotron radiation facil-
ities [1]. Conventional x-ray imaging maps the attenuation
coefficient—and therefore the electronic density—of mater-
ials, which mainly depends on the atomic number (Z) [2]
and is described by the imaginary part of the refractive index.
Therefore, it is poorly sensitive to weakly absorbing materials,
such as soft tissue. Conversely, x-ray phase contrast imaging,
which is linked to the real part of the complex refractive index
[3], allows the visualization of soft materials by relying on the
phase shift or the refraction of x-rays caused by the object.
Indeed, in the 40–100 keV energy range, phase contrast x-
ray imaging shows an increase of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) by up to two orders of magnitude over conventional
(i.e. absorption-based) imaging [4]. Among a variety of phase-
sensitive techniques [5–11], x-ray grating interferometry (GI)
has been successfully implemented both in laboratory systems
based on conventional low-brilliance x-ray tubes (Talbot-Lau
type) [11] and at synchrotrons (Talbot type) [12, 13]. This
method provides information about the attenuation, phase-
shift and scattering properties of the sample, generating three
independent images with a simultaneous acquisition. The
absorption image (ABS) yields information about the spatial
distribution of the linear attenuation coefficient, while the
differential phase contrast projections (DPC) are related to
the refractive index decrement and the dark field signal (DF)
allows the reconstruction of the linear diffusion coefficient
[14]. In particular, the DF signal is determined by small-angle
x-ray scattering on structures typically below the spatial res-
olution of a conventional imaging setup [15]. Thus, x-ray
GI not only yields complementary information within the
same acquisition session, but also allows obtaining inform-
ation that, because of the resolution limit, is not accessible
for conventional x-ray imaging, providing a better sensitivity
on low-density or small structures, a crucial feature in view
of biomedical applications [16–18]. Lung imaging is one of
the most promising applications for x-ray dark-field imaging
because, in the presence of lung diseases, the alveoli struc-
ture changes [19], thus generating a decrease in the dark-field
signal, which is more sensitive to slight changes than the
attenuation signal. Several publications describe ex-vivo and
in-vivo investigations on the lungs [20–22], while the poten-
tial of x-ray dark-field imaging of in-situ human lungs in a
deceased body was recently discussed [19].

The 4D GRAPH-X project aims at implementing a proto-
type of a dynamic x-ray Talbot-Lau imaging system suitable
for a range of applications in medicine with major focus on
lung imaging. The purpose is to introduce a new lab-based
x-ray imaging acquisition and reconstruction protocol based
on Moiré acquisition and analysis under dynamic conditions
with reference to dynamic phantoms or moving objects. We
selected a symmetric configuration of a laboratory-based x-ray
GI composed by a conventional milli-focus x-ray source, a
flat panel detector, a rotational stage to accommodate a small

dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom and a system of
three gratings with 5.25 µm pitch. In the following section, an
overview of the working principal is given prior introducing
the specific system configuration. The optimization, design
and constraints are discussed in detail. Finally, results on set-
ting specifications, performance and validation are provided in
section 3 followed by discussion and conclusion, in which the
novelty of the following study is better explained.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. System working principle

The first step in the design of a Talbot–Lau (TL) x-ray inter-
ferometer is the selection of the design energy, which must
be compatible not only with the thickness and density of the
objects to be examined, but also with the performance of the
x-ray tube and with the fabrication requirements of the grat-
ings. Then, the interferometer is designed and optimized for
the given source and detector system.

The TL interferometer requires a source grating G0, a phase
grating G1, and an analyzer grating G2, as shown in figure 1.

G0 is an absorption grating made of gold lines positioned
directly after the source: it splits the source into an array
of micron-sized sources, which are individually coherent,
but mutually incoherent. G1, named phase grating, made of
slightly absorbing lines, acts as a beam splitter: it divides the
incident beam into different diffraction orders. The diffraction
angle is very small, in the order of a few µrad, leading to in-
line interference patterns downstream that appear as periodic
intensity fringes. A sample in front of G1 changes the aver-
age intensity (absorption signal), the phase shift (phase signal)
and the amplitude (scattering signal) of those fringes. Since
the fringe period is too small (thus ranging between 2 up to
10 µm, depending on the grating period) with respect to the
typical detector pixel size (in a lab setting, it is in the order
of 50–70 µm), the analyzer grating G2 is used to detect those
changes. The phase-stepping [11] and Moiré-fringe [12, 23]
methods are the most known GI acquisition protocols. In the
phase-stepping approach, G2 is moved in uniform steps in the
transversal beam direction and an image is acquired at each
position. A reference (without sample) and an object phase-
stepping scan must be acquired to retrieve the relative differ-
ences in the signals. From the phase-stepping curves (PSC),
available in each pixel, the three signals (ABS, DPC and DF)
are calculated via a Fourier coefficient analysis [24].

The Moiré fringe method consists in the detection of the
reference fringe pattern by observing the Moiré fringes, which
are generated on the detector plane when the G2 and G1 grat-
ings are tilted by a small angle. The superposition of periodic
structures generated by the two gratings rotated towards each
other leads to a periodic pattern, called Moiré pattern [25],
with a period larger than the pixel size. An object in front of
G1 will cause deformations of the Moiré pattern. The inform-
ation about ABS, DPC and DF can then be extracted from
the Fourier Transform of the measured Moiré pattern image
[26, 27]. The Moiré imaging approach slightly worsens the
spatial resolution with respect to the phase stepping, but it is
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Figure 1. GI scheme. The main components are: an x-ray source and a detector and a set of three gratings (G0, G1 and G2) located in
between with the sample in front of G1. Ls is the G0-sample distance; L is the G0-G1 distance; d is the inter-grating distance and s is the
total system arrangement.

still compliant with the requirements for medical applications
such as lung imaging [28].

Two figures of merit define the performance of a gratings
system: the visibility and the sensitivity. The visibility (V)
is the normalized magnitude of the first Fourier component
of the PSC. For a harmonic oscillation pattern, the visibil-
ity is defined as the oscillation amplitude normalized to the
mean intensity. By quantifying the loss of visibility it is pos-
sible to obtain the contrast denoted as dark-field contrast. In
Pfeiffer et al [29] and Yashiro et al [30], the visibility contrast
is expressed through the mechanism of small-angle x-ray scat-
tering frommicrostructures with a scale much smaller than the
spatial resolution of the imaging system and it is formulated
by an autocorrelation function describing the spatial fluctu-
ations of a wave-front due to the microstructures. The GI sens-
itivity is inversely related to the smallest detectable refraction
angle αmin [13], which is proportional to the smallest detect-
able interference fringe shift, φmin, according to [31]:

αmin =
p(G2)
2πd

L
Ls
φmin (1)

where p(G2) refers to the pitch of the analyzer grating G2 and
d is the inter-grating distance between G1 and G2, defined as:

d= s
ηp(G2)− p(G1)

ηp(G2)
. (2)

In equation (2), s is the total setup length (i.e. source to detector
distance, if the detector is located as close as possible to G2),
and η indicates whether the beam splitter grating is a π/2-
shifting (η = 1) or a π-shifting (η = 2) phase grating.

The phase-contrast images quality in GI is quantified in
terms of the SNR. Both signal and noise depend on the
geometric parameters while the signal depends on the object
as well. This implies that SNR can be defined as:

SNRφ = α
2πd
p(G2)

V
√
N√

2Xdet
(3)

where α is the refraction angle. The α standard deviation σα

defined as:

σα =
p(G2)
2πd

√
2Xdet

V
√
N

(4)

corresponds to the smallest detectable refraction angle. On the
other hand, σα depends linearly on the number of counts N
and on the visibility V [32, 33] and inversely on Xdet, the num-
ber of analog-to-digital units per incoming photon. The pro-
portionality of σα and

p(G2)
d suggests that an optimization can

be achieved by using a small analyzer grating pitch and long
experimental arrangements, with higher Talbot order designs.

To construct a highly performing GI system, all these para-
meters require an optimization.

The simulation pipeline is split into two parts. First, the
x-ray spectrum simulations, performed with the SpekCalc
software [34], were validated by measurements of air kerma
with an ion chamber, as discussed in section D. In the second
part, based on a wave propagation code written in MATLAB
[35, 36], we simulated all the relevant system parameters, tak-
ing into account the laboratory setup and the geometric con-
straints, and selected the configuration corresponding to the
best-expected performance. In the last part of this study, the
energy spectra at the different propagation stages are simu-
lated with the GATE [37] open source package.
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the 4D GRAPH-X system. All the components are equipped with their motors as specified in the text.

2.2. System configuration

The 4D GRAPH-X device for x-ray phase contrast imaging
based on TL GI is installed in a radiation-protected area of the
Physics Department at the University of Torino, Italy.

The system, shown in figure 2, consists of a source, a
detector and a set of three gratings: G0, G1 and G2. A sample
is located between G0 and G1. The x-ray source is an ordinary
GE Eresco 160MF4-R x-ray tube with a millimetric focal spot
size and tungsten anode. The maximum voltage, current and
power are 160 kV, 10 mA and 1600 W, respectively.

The x-ray tube is air-cooled for ease of transportation. A
0.5 mm thick Titanium filter is inserted in front of the source
in order to model the energy spectrum with a peak around the
design energy (i.e. 45 keV at 85 kVp). The detector is a flat
panel from Shad-o-Box 6 K HS by Teledyne Dalsa, with a
CMOS active part with a 114 × 146 mm2 sensitive area and a
49.5 µm pixel pitch. It is positioned directly after G2 on a lin-
ear stage platform able to perform translations along the beam
direction together with G1 and G2.

The design optimization study is extensively discussed in
the results section. The grating specifications (i.e. inter-grating
distances and grating parameters) have been determined, by
means of wave field simulations, to maximize the device
performance in terms of visibility and sensitivity. The total
setup length refers to the G0–G2 distance, whereas gratings
were designed for a specific energy, which corresponds to
the energy of the incoming spectrum that guarantees the best
achievable GI performance.

In this configuration, the G0 grating is equipped with a
manually controlled linear XYZ stage to adjust its position
along the three main axes. The G1 grating is mounted on a
motorized linear stage for precise alignment with a 100 nm

minimum incremental motion, transversal to the beam direc-
tion, in order to perform a phase stepping acquisition pro-
tocol. However, since phase stepping is a long acquisition
method, thus not suitable for medical applications, Moiré ima-
ging is implemented as well. For this reason, the G2 grating is
equipped with a motorized goniometer with a minimum incre-
mental motion of 0.2 mdeg. G1, G2 and the detector are loc-
ated on linear stages for the fine alignment of the vertical posi-
tion. A rail system between the phase and the analyzer grating
allows a travel range up to 1.5 m, in order to increase the sys-
tem sensitivity at higher Talbot orders. The maximum achiev-
able grating size based on 100 µm wafer micro-fabrication
technology is about 7× 7 cm2. This size constrains the system
field of view (FOV), while the spatial resolution is limited by
the Moiré imaging approach, the grating pitch and the pixel
size of the detector.

2.3. Test specimen

As a specimen, a 3 cm thick and 5 cm long anthropomorphic
dynamic thorax phantom similar to the one described in [38] is
currently under construction in collaboration with the Univer-
sity of Florence (figure 3). The phantom simulates a male torso
containing moving structures capable of reproducing realistic
lung lesions movements. While the external phantom surface
is 3D printed using as reference a real patient CT acquisi-
tion (and then rescaled to a small phantom size to be suitable
with the 4D GRAPH-X system), internal parts are made with
materials mimicking lungs, muscles and ribs density and atten-
uation. Water equivalent inserts (WEIs) simulating spherical
tumors can be positioned into the lungs in different locations.
An Arduino programmable board drives a step-motor to move
the spheres along linear paths.
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Figure 3. External (a) and simplified internal (b) view of the phantom. The existing ADAM phantom will be rescaled (junior version named
ADAM J.) to fit within the FOV of the proposed 4D GRAPH-X prototype. The internal part will contain lungs (yellow), muscles (red), ribs
(grey) and WEI (blue).

2.4. Source simulation and validation

The SpekCalc software is based on Monte Carlo simulations
to determine the energy and depth distribution of electrons in
a tungsten x-ray target and includes a semi-relativistic expres-
sion for the Bethe–Heitler Bremsstrahlung cross section dif-
ferential in energy [34, 39, 40]. It requires some input paramet-
ers, such as peak energy, filter thickness and a normalization
factor for the overall fluence Nf necessary to match the output
prediction to that of a particular tube. The Nf correct value is
obtained by normalizing the simulated spectrum to the meas-
ured one in terms of air kerma. Measurements of air kerma
are performed using a 6 cm3 ion chamber combined with the
Radcal Model 9015 [41].

3. Results

3.1. x-ray source and gratings specifications

Table 1 lists the most important beam qualifiers:

• the homogeneity coefficient for both Al and Cu, defined as
HVL1/ HVL2 [34], where HVL1 (2) is the first (second) half
value layer, i.e. the thickness of material required to reduce
the intensity of an x-ray beam to half its initial value; it indic-
ates to what extent the filtration has produced an homogen-
eous beam close to mono-energetic conditions (∼1);

• the spectrum mean energy, defined as the beam energy
averaged over the fluence spectrum; the estimated
bremsstrahlung and characteristic contributions to the tube
output (µGy/mAs@ 1 m).

The x-ray attenuation caused by the gratings is calculated
for the spectrum specified in table 1 and considering the atten-
uation coefficients of the grating fabrication materials (Au for
G0 and G2; Si for G1). Results referring to gratings with a
duty cycle of 0.5 are reported in figure 4. The characteristic
peaks of the tungsten (W) K series are visible between 57 and
70 keV.

For a 45 keV beam, the transmission of the substrate is
approximately 47%, which is equivalent to a 350 µm thick

Table 1. SpekCalc results for a tube at 85 kV energy and with a
0.5 mm Titanium filter at 1 m distance.

Mean energy [keV] 47
HVL1/HVL2 (Al) 0.7
HVL1/HVL2 (Cu) 0.6
Bremsstrahlung output [µGy/mAs] 133.9
Characteristic output [µGy/mAs] 2.845

Figure 4. Attenuated spectrum after gratings. In particular, the gold
gratings G0 and G2 are considered. Since G1 is in silicon, a low
absorbing material, the spectrum after G1 nearly overlaps to the
spectrum after G0.

Si substrate. Although only 21% of photons are transmitted
after passing through all gratings, the visibility is still high
enough to ensure good image quality (for the selected para-
meters, the visibility is about 22%, as discussed in the next
paragraph). This would correspond to an increase in scan time
by a factor of 3.3 compared to standard absorption imaging
with the same source equipped by a titanium filter and without
any gratings. Another important factor is the dose increment
for an absorption image with the GI to achieve the same SNR
as with a standard absorption imaging setup without a GI.
The calculated total transmission after the gratings indicates
that a dose increase by a factor 1√

0.21
= 2.2 would be required

for the GI system to obtain the same SNR of a conventional
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absorption-based x-ray CT. This factor matches the theoret-
ical prediction [42], whereas the benefit for GI compared with
conventional CT is obtained in the case of a maximum dose
efficiency bigger than 1. The G0 and G2 grating heights are
chosen to maintain high absorbance beam percentage (close
to 100% of the beam) while the G1 grating height (h1) is cal-
culated in order to obtain a π phase shift:

h1 =
π

λρr0
= 1.28 [µm/keV]×E [keV] (5)

where r0 = 2.82× 10−5Ȧ is the Thomson scattering length
and ρ is the electron density: for silicon, ρSi = 0.70Ȧ−3. A
schematic representation of the grating structure is reported in
[43]. With 45 keV x-ray energy, the height of the G1 grating
must be 58 µm to produce a π phase shift.

It is also important to point out that in a compact arrange-
ment, a large beam divergence enables a large FOV, even if
the geometrical magnification is high. However, in GI a high
beam divergence leads to high aspect ratios (ARs) of the grat-
ings [44]. The AR, defined as the structure height (h) divided
by half a pitch (p) or line-width:

AR= 2
h
p

(6)

can be arbitrarily large. In particular for the absorption grat-
ing, where the structure’s heights must be as large as possible,
AR is extremely high (e.g. up to 100). This alters the grat-
ing transmission function at beam-incident angles close to or
higher than 1/AR, reducing the visibility of the phase-stepping
curve and preventing signal retrieval, leading to a reduction
of the FOV (the so-called shadow effect). In particular, the
shadow effect should be considered to obtain an estimation of
the expected effective area defining the FOV when the x-ray
energy is high. In [45], this effect is discussed and the FOV is
evaluated by:

tanθ =
FOV
2

s
=
w
h

(7)

FOV=
2ws
h

(8)

where w is the trench width, h is the Au height of the grating,
s is the total distance between source and detector (figure 5).
In the symmetric geometry, w and h are designed to be the
same values for both G0 and G2, leading to equivalent shadow
effects.

To reduce such an effect, a solution could be to bend the
gratings by a properly defined angle.

In this work, to avoid unnecessary bending while providing
a better contrast, the design energy is set to 45 keV. Indeed, the
achievable AR of the Au gratings is limited to 34:1, due to
the gratings height required at such energy. This value reduces
the problem of the limited FOV, so that gratings’ curving is less
critical. Smaller pitch or higher structures with higher ARs can
be achieved in terms of fabrication [46].

In addition, the average energy of the x-ray spectrum, with
voltage set to 85 kV and a titanium filter, is close to the design

Figure 5. Description of the shadow effect. The effective area
depends on the FOV and grating diameter. Reprinted by permission
from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer
Nature. The Korean Physical Society, [45].

Table 2. Case study at 45 keV design energy.

h0,2 [µm] 90
h1 [µm] 58
Design energy [keV] 45

energy (figure 4, red line). This spectrum modulation is care-
fully chosen to avoid a dramatic decrease of the number of
photons.

3.2. GI setup optimization

The optimization of the GI setup is performed with a MAT-
LAB program based on numerical simulations. The system
visibility and sensitivity are calculated in order to assess the
expected performance. As input to these simulations, the x-ray
spectrum plotted in figure 4 (red line) is considered while the
selected grating heights and design energy are summarized in
table 2. To better assess the system performance, simulations
are done at different values of the Talbot orders (T.O.): first
(1), third (3) and fifth (5).

The spectral visibility responses at 1.5m source-to-detector
distance at the three T.O. are shown in figure 6. The mean vis-
ibility is of the same order of magnitude in the first three T.O.
(specifically, 1: 25%, 3: 22%; 5: 24%). The main sources of
errors depend not only on the photon statistics but also on the
number of phase steps, the actual phase shift and the interfer-
ometer type. The error is higher for a TL type interferometer
compared to a T type interferometer with similar coherence
properties. In a TL type, it is recommended to acquire at least
seven steps to keep the error below 1%. Additionally, an odd
number of steps should be acquired in order to reduce the error
on the measured visibility.

In this work, the sensitivity is approximated to the inverse
of the smallest refractive angle in equation (4). In order to
get a trend for the first three Talbot orders, the ratio p(G2)

d is
plotted in figure 7. Such a ratio provides an estimation for the
4D GRAPH-X system sensitivity (referred asΣ−1 in the plot).
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Figure 6. Spectral visibility as a function of the energy for
T.O. = 1, 3, 5. Gratings pitch: 5.25 µm at 45 keV energy.

Figure 7. A trend for the system sensitivity (Σ−1) as a function of
G1-G2 distance (s) at the three T.O. investigated in this work.

While the sensitivity slightly improves at higher Talbot
orders and so at larger inter-grating distances (figure 7),
a symmetric configuration is preferable to characterize the
system in order to facilitate GI manufacture and installation
procedure.

Indeed, a symmetric configuration with equal grating
distances and pitches for G0 and G2 implies a similar

Table 3. Grating configurations with a fixed analyzer grating pitch
of 5.25 µm.

T.O./[µm] p(G0) p(G1) p(G2)

1 15.75 7.87 5.25
3 5.25 5.25 5.25
5 3.15 3.93 5.25

fabrication, as the structure height is the same, and thus the
implementation of the system is straightforward. Therefore,
the optimum selection is with equal values of the two grat-
ings pitches, yielding a symmetric interferometer arrangement
obtained at a total length of 1.5 meters and at the third Talbot
order (as seen in table 3, which reports the gratings parameters
resulting from the simulations).

The pitch is selected by taking into account both the simula-
tion results and the available fabrication technology, in order
to guarantee the optimal grating performance at the desired
energy (thus pushing to a height of 90 µm). In addition to that,
the total system length is adapted to the laboratory limitations
in terms of available space where the setup is installed.

The total setup length is set to 150 cm and the G0 and
G2 gold gratings trench width and height are set to 2.625 µm
and 90 µm, respectively. The resulting FOV, calculated as in
equation (8), is almost 9 cm wide, comparable to the sample
size.

3.3. Lung imaging—preliminary study

For the evaluation of the x-ray fluence, the spectrum paramet-
ers listed in table 1 are given as input to the wavefront based
simulation code.

The optimized grating parameters (tables 2 and 3) are used
in the Monte Carlo simulation performed with GATE, so as
to evaluate the system attenuation and transmission. A body
phantom is simulated as a box of 7 ×7 ×3 cm3 volume con-
taining four spheres respectively of lung (ρ = 0.26 g cm−3),
muscle (ρ = 1.05 g cm−3), rib bones (ρ = 1.92 g cm−3) and
water equivalent (ρ = 1.00 g cm−3) inserts.

The entire phantom fits the beam with an emission angle
of 6◦. The gold source grating (G0) is inserted 6 cm down-
stream of the source center, with 90 µm height, 7 × 7 cm2

mask and 5.25 µm pitch. The silicon phase grating (G1) is
inserted 75 cm downstream of the source center, with 58 µm
height, 7 × 7 cm2 mask and 5.25 µm pitch. Finally, the gold
analyzer grating (G2) is inserted 150 cm downstream of the
source center, with 90µmheight, 7× 7 cm2 mask and 5.25µm
pitch.

The simulation process is sketched in figure 8. In figure 9,
the energy spectra after the source, the source grating, the
phantom, the phase grating and the analyzer grating are
shown. The corresponding statistics are summarized in table 4.
Results by Monte Carlo simulations confirm the analytical
calculations. After passing through the G0 source grating, the
transmission percentage is equivalent to about 56% (compared
to 47% obtained by numerical simulation). The transmission
after the phantom is about 33%. Finally, the transmission after
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Figure 8. GATE Monte Carlo simulation visualization. five
simulated detectors (transparent gray) are located beside the source,
G0, the sample, G1 and G2 in order to calculate the energy spectrum
in 5 different positions.

Figure 9. Energy spectra detected after (red) x-ray source, (blue)
source grating, (green) phantom, (yellow) phase grating and (black)
analyzer grating.

Table 4. Number of incoming photons (i.e. photons/unit time/unit
area), mean energy (Emean) and standard deviations.

Entries Emean (keV) Std.Dev. (keV)

X-ray 1.00E +09 46 15
G0 5.57E +08 51 14
Phantom 3.27E +08 52 13
G1 2.69E +08 53 13
G2 1.98E +08 54 13

the G2 analyzer grating is about 20%. Small discrepancies
in transmission percentages obtained with the numerical and
MC methods could be related to slight differences in the x-ray
emission angle. The MC simulation is more reliable for two
reasons: a more realistic sample is introduced and, also, the
emission angle is better selected in order to cover the full vis-
ible area.

As the spectrum of photon energies in an x-ray beam
is wide, low-energy photons are much more likely than
high-energy photons to be absorbed. As a consequence, the
higher energy photons are more easily transmitted. There-
fore as the x-rays pass through each component, the intensity

of the beam decreases while its average energy increases
(see table 4).

4. Discussion and conclusion

In this work, the implementation of an x-ray grating-based
phase-contrast imaging scanner based on a single-shot acquis-
ition method, is presented. The design optimization procedure
is performed by means of wavefront simulations with numer-
ical and MC based codes. Results show that the optimal GI
design is obtained for a symmetric configuration with 5.25 µm
gratings pitch and 45 keV energy, at the third T.O. The cal-
culated FOV of 9 cm width is suitable for a small phantom
that simulates the chest composition (i.e. containing spheres
with densities similar to the lungs, rib bones, muscle and a
WEI) and respiratory cycle. Monte Carlo simulations provide
an estimate of the x-rays attenuation after the phantom. The
beam attenuation is investigated by inserting a virtual screen
after each optical element of the system and after the sample;
however, no simulations in phase contrast modality are per-
formed in GATE. The source is simulated with a 6◦ emission
angle.

The 22% visibility expected with the simulated polychro-
matic source will be validated during laboratory tests, as noise
in phase contrast imaging is highly dependent on the visib-
ility. The system parameters are tuned in order to investig-
ate the potential of the setup for dynamic imaging in view
of future applications in lung imaging. The designed system
aims at demonstrating the diagnostic power of phase contrast
x-ray imaging in a laboratory setting. Furthermore, the sys-
tem optimization is studied for a flexible design in order to be
applied in a future study for a dual scope: in an initial configur-
ation, with the 9 cm width FOV for the high-resolution virtual
biopsy of suspicious regions and, later on, by increasing the
FOV by means of stitched gratings in order to investigate the
entire lung area. On the other side, the choice of certain para-
meters, such as energy or grating pitch, is strategic in view of
future applications in food science or cultural heritage. The
construction is now under way.
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